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An under-the-wing (UTW) and an over-the-wing (OTW) fan rotor will be
built and tested as part of the NASA QCSEE Program. The UTW fan is a geared
variable-pitch design with 18 composite fan blades. This concept, which in-
cludes full reverse thrust capability, is expected to offer significant advan-
tages to a high-bypass fan system including:
•	 Lighter weight through the use of composite fan blades and
by eliminating the heavy, large diameter thrust reverser
•	 Faster thrust response
•	 Improved off-design SFC
•	 Reduced off-design noise generation
At the major operating conditions of takeoff and maximum cruise, a
corrected flow of 405.5 kg/sec (894 lbm/see) was selected for both fans which
enables common inlet hardware to yield the desired 0.79 average throat Mach
number at the critical takeoff noise measurement condition. The aerodynamic
design bypass pressure ratio is 1.34 for the UTW and 1.36 for the OTW which is
intermediate between the takeoff and maximum cruise power settings. The
takeoff pressure ratios are 1.27 for the UTW and 1.34 for the OTW. The take-
off corrected tip speeds are 289 m/sec (950 ft/sec) for the UTW and 354 m/sec
(1162 ft/sec) for the OTW. These pressure ratios and speeds were selected on
the basis of minimum noise within the constraints of adequate stall margin and
core engine supercharging.
The UTW fan was designed to permit rotation of the blades into the reverse
thrust mode of operation through both flat pitch (like a propellor) and the
stall pitch directions. The flowpath has been contoured to maintain tight
blade tip and hub clearances throughout the blade actuation range.
The vane-frame, which is common to both engines, performs the dual
function of an outlet guide vane for the bypass flow and a frame support for
the engine components and nacelle. The UTW island configuration was selected
specifically for the reverse thrust node of operation.
Design practices and rotor material selections will be consistent with
flight-designed fan rotors for both the UTW and the OTW. This includes con-
sideration for fan LCF life and for such FAA flight requirements as burst
speed margin and bird strike capability. All rotor components for the UTW
fan rotor will be of a flight weight design.
1.2 UTW FAN AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
1.2.1 Operating Requirements
The major operating requirements for the under-the-wing (UTW) fan (Figure
1) are takeoff, where noise and thrust are of primary importance, and
maximum cruise, where economy and thrust are of primary importance. At take-
off a low fan pressure ratio of 1.27 was selected to minimize the velocity of
the bypass stream at nozzle exit. A corrected flow of 405.5 kg/sec (894 lbm/
sec) at this pressure ratio yields the required engine thrust. The inlet throat
is sized at this condition for an average Mach number of 0.79 to minimize the
forward propagation of fan noise. This sizing of the inlet throat prohibits
higher corrected flow at altitude cruise. The required maximum cruise thrust
is obtained by raising the fan pressure ratio to 1.39. The aerodynamic design
point was selected at an intermediate condition which is a pressure ratio of
1.34 and a corrected flow of 408 kg/sec (900 lb/sec). Table I summarizes the
key parameters for these three conditions.
Table I.	 QCSEE UTW Variable-Pitch Fan.
Parameter Design Point Takeoff Maximum Cruise
Total fan flow 408 kg/sec 405.5 kg/sec 405.5 kg/sec
(900 lb/sec) (894 lb/see) (894 lb/sec)
Pressure ratio - bypass flow 1.34 1.27 1.39
Pressure ratio - core flow 1.23 1.20 1.21
Bypass ratio 11.3 11.8 11.4
Pitch setting Nominal Open 2° Closed 2°
Corrected tip speed 306 m/sec 289 m/sec 324 m/sec
(1005 ft/sec) (950 ft/sec) (1063 ft/sec)
1.2.2. Basic Design Features
A cross section of the selected UTW fan configuration is shown in Figure
2. There are 18 variable-pitch composite rotor blades. The solidity of
the blades is 0.95 at the OD and 0.98 at the ID. The chord is linear with
radius. This permits rotation of the blades into the reverse thrust mode of
operation through both the flat pitch and the stall pitch directions. The
spherical casing radius over the rotor tip provides good blade tip clearances
throughout the range of blade pitch angle settings. Circumferential grooved
casing treatment is incorporated over the rotor tip to improve stall margin.
Stall margins are significant because a minimum fan tip speed was selected to
minimize noise generation. The circumferential grooved casing treatment type
was selected since this type of treatment improves stall margin and has shown
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the casing treatment is to reduce the material bulk over the blade tip, for
a given clearance, which will reduce the severity of an inadvertent blade rub
as might be encountered during a bird strike.
The vane-frame is positioned at an axial distance downstream of the rotor
trailing edge equal to 1.5 true rotor tip chords. The vanes are nonaxisymmetric
In that five vane geometries, each with a different camber and stagger, are
employed around the annulus. This nonaxisymmetric geometry is required to
conform the vane-frame downstream flow field to the geometry of the pylon, which
protrudes forward into the vane-frame, and simultaneously maintain a condition
of minima circumferential static pressure distortion upstream of the vane-
fra-se. There are 33 vanes in the vane-frame which yields a vane-blade ratio
of 1.83.
	
Immediately following the rotor, in the hub region, is an annular
ring or island.
	
The 96 OGV's for the fan hub, or core portion flow, are in
the Annular space between the under side of the island and the hub. A full
circumference axial gap separates the island trailing edge from the splitter
leading edge. The splitter divides the flow into the bypass portion and core
portion. There are six struts in the gooseneck which guide the fan hub flow
into the core eoupressor.
The island configuration was selected specifically to permit the attainment
of a high hub supercharging pressure ratio for forward pitch operation without
causing a large core flow induction pressure drop during reverse pitch opera-
tion, see Section 5.2.3. In the forward mode of operation, a vortex sheet
is shed from the trailing edge of the island in the form of a swirl angle dis-
contitsuity since most of the swirl in the flow under the island is removed by
the OGV. The total pressure on top of the island differs from that under the
island only by the losses in the core OGV, hence the Mach numbers of the two
streams are nearly the same. The General Electric CF6-6 fan incorporates a
similar island configuration, except that the bypass OGV's are on top of the
island and there is no swirl in the bypass flow at the island trailing edge.
A vortex sheet is shed from the trailing edge of this island configuration
also. This vortex st.eet is in the form of a velocity magnitude disconti-
nuity. The swirl angle is zero both on top of and under the island but the
total pressures differ by the work input in the tip region of the 114 stage.
Numercelly, the strength of the QCSEE UTW island shed vortex is approximately
the same as the strength of the CF6 d+ island shed vortex. The orientation of
the vortex vectors are rotated approximately 70' however.
1.2.3 Reverse Flow
A major feature of the UTW fan is its ability to change the direction of
fan thrust by reversing the direction of flow through the fan. This flow
reversal affects the pressure levLl into the core engine (and, hence, the core
engine's ability to produce power) i-, two ways. First, there is the direct
loss of the fan hub supercharging preij-ure; and second, there is the loss
associated with inducting the flow into the core engine such as the recoveries
of the exlet, vane frame, turn around the splitter leading edge, core OU's,
and gooseneck struts. The first loss is obviously related to the magnitude of
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the design (forward mode) fan hub pressure ratio, but the second loss is also
related to this magnitude. This is so because, when operating in the reverse
thrust mode, camber on the core portion OOV's is in the wrong direction and
high hub supercharging in forward operation increases the camber of both hypanK
and core OGV's. Concern over this matter because of relatively high huh
pressure ratio of the UTW fan was the primary reason fcr selecting the island
approach. The major advantage to this configuration is that flow can enter
the core compressor through the axial gap between the island and splitter and
thereby avoid the problem of adversely oriented camber on the core OGV's. The
swirling flow must still, of course, pass through the axially oriented struts
In the core inlet gooseneck. Relatively, this path for the flow is much less
restrictive. A second benefit is that the bluntness of the splitter leading
edge, compared to the island leading edge (which would be the splitter leading
edge if the axial gap were filled), is conducive to minimi..ing losses associated
with reversing the axial component of the core portion flow from its forward
direction in the bypass duct to its aft direction in the core transition duct.
Reverse fan thrust can be achieved by rotating the blades through the
flat pitch (like a propeller) or the stall pitch directions. Rotation of the
blades into the reverse thrust condition puts a constraint on selection of blade
solidity. This depends primarily on the direction in which the blades are
rotated and the blade twist. The constraint is on those blade sections which
pass through a tangential orientation, e.g., the leading edge of each blade
must be able to pass the trailing edge of the .jjacent blade, or physical
interference will result. Thereiore, those sections must have a solidity less
than unity.
Figure 3 shows a tip and hub section of two adjacent blades in nominal,
reverse through flat, and reverse through stall orientations. The 45° tip
stagger for both reverse through flat and reverse through stall was selected
based on experimental reverse thrust performance. For blade rotation through
the flat pitch direction, the entire blade span is constrained to a solidity
less than one. For rotation through the stall pitch direction, the outer
portion of the blade is not constrained. However, because of the 40° twist
in the blade, the chord of the hub region cannot he increased significantly
without interference. The assumed orientation of the tip section would have
to be in error on the order of 5' before significant hub region chord increase
could be accommodated. Even if a hub region chord increase could be accommo-
dated, a significant increase in supercharging potential is probably not
available because the implied increase in blade twist would probably cause a
physical interference.
It was therefore concluded that a hub solidity less than unity wai a
design requirement for reverse through stall pitch rather than a compromise
to permit reverse through flat pitch.
1.2.4 Performance Representation with Variable Pitch
The variable pitch feature of the UTW fan adds a third independent
variable to the represthtation of fan performance in that, in addition to




























Figure 3. UTW Fan Blade Geometry at Different Pitch
Angle Settings.
angle is also required. It has been found, however, that experimental stage
characteristics at different rotor pitch angle settings can be collapsed into
a nearly universal characteristic applicable for all blade angle settings.
The method used to collapse the characteristics was to deduce the rotor
incidence and deviation angle from the test data and then calculate the
performance of the stage at nominal blade angle with the rotor operating at
this incidence and deviation angle and the test efficiency. A separate
correlation of aerodynamic loading is used to identify a stall limit, as the
collapsing technique breaks down due to the change in aerodynamic loading
inherent in the transformation. Figure 4 shows the stage characteristics
assumed for the UTW fan at 100% corrected speed for a range of pitch angles.
In the reverse flow mode of operation a similar, but simplified, form of the
universal characteristic approach is used to represent fan performance. The
same collapsing technique is incorporated to include the effect of blade angle
setting.
1.2.5 Detailed Configuration Design
The corrected tip speed at the aerodynamic design point was selected at
306 m/sec (1005 ft/sec). This selection is a compromise for design purposes
between 289 m/sec (950 ft/sec) at takeoff and the 324 m/sec (1063 ft/sec) at
maximum cruise. The objective design point adiabatic efficiency is 88% for
the bypass portion and 78% for the core portion. A stall margin of 16% is
projected at takeoff. This stall margin is provided at minimum tip speed by
incorporating circumferential grooved casing treatment over the rotor tip.
Minimum tip speed is important because of the favorable impact of low tip
speed on fan generated noise, fan efficiency in the transonic region, and the
mechanical design of the variable pitch system. An inlet radius ratio of
0.44 balances the desire to minimize fan diameter within the physical con-
straints of the variable-pitch mechanism and gear box and good fan hub super-
chargin for the core engine. A fan inlet flow per annulus area of 1992
kg/sec-m (40.8 lb/sec-f t2 ) at the design point results in a tip diameter of
1.803 m (71.0 in.).
The standard General Electric axisymmetric flow computation procedure was
employed in calculating the velocity diagrams. Several calculation stations
were included internal to the rotor blade to improve the overall accuracy of
the solution in this region. The physical island geometry is represented in
the calculations. Forward of the island and in the axial space between the
island and the splitter, calculation stations span the radial distance from
OD to ID. Within the axial space of the island, calculation stations span
the radial distance between the OD and the topside of the island and between
the underside of the island and the hub contour. In the bypass and core inlet
ducts, calculation stations are also included. At each calculation station
effective area coefficients consistent with established design practice were
assumed.
A special constraint is necessary in the aerodynamic design of the island
geometry in that a smooth flow or Kutta condition must be satisfied at the






























Figure 4. UTW Fan Stage Characteristics at 100% Speed for Various
Pitch Settings.
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specify a calculation station at the axial location of the island trailing
edge which spanned the total flowpath height from OD to ID. Using this
technique, a continuous radial distribution of static pressure results which
was assumed to be consistent with matching the Kutta condition. The radial
location of the island stream function at this calculation station was
determined and the upstream geometry of the island was then adjusted to pro-
vide a smooth continuous contour blending into this point. Iteration was
obviously necessary because of the interaction of the assumed geometry with
the calculated radial location of the island stream function. Convergence was
found to be quite rapid. An artificial radial displacement was incorporated
between the island upper surface streamline and the island lower surface stream-
line in order to avoid problems in calculating the streamline curvatures. This
displacement was assumed equal to the island thickness at the trailing edge and
was smoothly blended to zero at an axial distance of approximately 10 edge
thicknesses downstream.
The design radial distribution of rotor total pressure ratio is shown in
Figure 5. This distribution is consistent with a stage average pressure
ratio of 1.34 in the bypass region. Despite the lower than average pressure
ratio in the hub region, it has been maximized to the extent possible subject
to the constraint of acceptable rotor diffusion factors so as to provide
maximum core engine supercharging. A stage average pressure ratio of 1.23
results at the core OGV exit. The radial distribution c,f rotor efficiency
assumed for the design is shown in Figure 6. The assumption of effiency,
rather than total pressure loss coefficient, is a General Electric design
practice for rotors of this type. This distribution was based on the measured
results from similar configurations with adjustments to account for recognized
differences. The radial distribution of rotor diffusion factor which results
from these assumptions is shown in Figure 7. The moderately high diffusion
factor in the tip region of the blade, where stall generally initiates, cor_firm
the need for casing treatment to obtain adequate margin. The radial distri-
butionN of rotor relative Mach number and air angle are shown in Figures 8
and 9, respectively.
The assumed radial distribution of total-pressure-loss coefficient for
the core por^:ion OGV is shown in Figure 10. The relatively high level, ('LO.2)
particularly in the ID region, is in recognition of the very high bypass
ratio of the UTW engine and accordingly the small size of the core OGV compared
to the rotor. The annulus height of the core OGV is approximately one-half
of the rotor staggered spacing, a significant dimension when analyzing secondary
flow phenomena. It is anticipated that the core OGV will be influenced by the
rotor secondary flow over the entire annulus height. The diffusion factor,
Mach number and air angle radial distributions which result from the design
assumptions are also shown in Figure 10. An average swirl of 0.104 radian (6°)
is retained in the fluid at exit from the core OGV. This was done to lower
its aerodynamic loading and the magnitude of the vortex sheet shed from the
island. The transition duct (core inlet) struts (6) are cambered to accept this
swirl and remove it prior to entrance into the core engine.
A tabulation of significant blade element parameters for the UTW design
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Z AXIAL DIMEN31UN IN,
BLKAGL ANNULUS BLOCKAGE FACTOR
FLOW WEIGHT FLOW IBM/SEC
ANGLES AND MACH NUMBERS
PHI MLRIDIONAL FLOW ANGLE DEG,
ALPHA ABSOLUTE. FLOW ANGLE
	 sARCTAN
	 (CU/CZ) DEG,
BETA RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE
	
8ARCTAN (-wU/CZ) DEG.
M• A68 ABSOLUTEMACH NUMBER •
M-REL RELATIVE	 MACH NUMBER -
VELOCITIES
C	 ABSULUTk VELOCITY	 F1/5EC
w	 RELATIVE VLLOCIIY	 FT/SEC
CZ	 AXIAL VELOCI T Y
	FT/SEC
U	 BLADE SPEEDFT/SEC
CU	 TANGENTIAL COMPUNENT OF C
	 FT/SEC
WU	 TANGENTIAL LOMPUNLNT OF W	 F1/SEC
FLUID PROPERTIES




TT-REL RELATIVE TOTAL	 TEMPERATURE DEG•R
PS STATIC PRESSURE LbF /SG,IN,









PTI INLET AbSOLuTE	 101AL	 PRESSUkE LbF/SW,IN*
TTI INLET	 ABSOLUTE	 TOTAL	 TEMPERATURE DEG-R
AERODYNAMIC BLARING PARAMETERS
TPLC TUTAL PkESSUkk	 LOSS COEFFICIENT •
PR-ROM TUTAL PRESSUkE HATILI ACROSS BLADE
	
RUW -
DF.L-T TUTAL TEMPERATURE k1SE ACROSS ROIUR DEG-R
0 DIFFUSION FACTUk •
DP/0 STATIC PRESSURE RISE
	
COEFFILILNT •
CZ/CZ AXIAL VELOCITY	 RATIO ACROSS BLADE	 ROw -
SULDTY SOLIDITY -
R • AVG AVEkAGE	 STREAMLINE RADIUS ACROSS BLADE ROW IN,
F-TAN TANGENTIAL dLALE FORCE
	 PER UNIT	 BLADE
	
LENGTH LbF/IN
F-AXL AXIAL BLADE	 FOkLL PER UNIT BLAnk	 LENGTH LbF/IN
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1.2.6 Rotor Blade Design
Detailed layout procedures employed in design of the fan blade generally
parallels established design procedures. In the tip region of the blade,
where the inlet relative flow is supersonic, the uncovered portion of the
suction surface was set to ensure that the maximum flow passing capacity is
consistent with the design flow requirement. Incidence angles in the tip
region were selected according to transonic blade design practice which has
yielded good overall performance for previous designs. In the hub region,
where inlet flow is subsonic, incidence angles were selected from NASA cascade
data correlations.
The blade trailing edge angle was established by the deviation angle whic,
was obtained from Carter's Rule applied to the camber of an equivalent two-
dimensional cascade with an additive empirical adjustment, X. This adjustment
is derived from aerodynamic design and performance synthesis for this general
type of rotor. The incidence and deviation angles and empirical adjustment
angle employed in the design are shown in Figure 11.
Over the entire blade span, the minimum passage area, or throat, must be
sufficient to pass the design flow including allowances for boundary layer,
losses, and flow nonuniformities. In the transonic and supersonic region, the
smallest throat area, consistent with permitting design flow to pass, is
desirable since this minimizes overexpansions on the suction surface. A further
consideration was to minimize disturbances to the flow along the forward portion
of the suction surface to minimize forward propagating waves that might provide
an additional noise source. Design experience guided the degree to which each
of these desires was applied to individual section layouts. The percent throat
margin, percentage by which the ratio of the effective throat area to the
capture area exceeds the critical area ratio, is shown in Figure 12. The
values employed are generally consistent with past experience. The blade
shapes that result are generally similar to multiple circular arc sections in
the tip region, with a small percentage of the overall camber occurring in the
forward portion. In the hub region, the blade shapes are similar to double
circular arc sections.
Figure 13 shows plane sections of the blade at several radial locations.
Table III is a tabulation of the fan rotor blade coordinates (in inches) for the
sections shown in this figure. The coordinate center is at the stacking axis.
Figure 14 shows the resulting camber and stagger angle radial distributions.
The radial thickness distributions employed, which were dictated primarily by
aeromechanical considerations, are shown in Figure 15. The 0.13 thickness-to-
chord ratio at the hub is larger than conventional practice because of the
composite blade requirements and a small performance penalty will result
The additional profile loss created by this thickness, however, is believed
smaller than the system penalties associated with altering the co.ifiguration
(such as reduction in the tip chord or a reduction in blade number) to reduce
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Figure 13, UTW Fan Rotor Blade Plane Section,,.
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Table III, UTW Fan Rotor Blade Coordinates.
SECTION 1
	
RADIUS 85 , 8 cm (33.8 in.)
Convex	 Concave
X (Axial) Y X (Axial) Y
P 3.57088 4,59391 •3.57088 -4,59391
103,58047-4.57843 -3;55304 --X4,59755
-3,58149 -4,55132 3,52725 *4,58914
X3;57322 *4,51309- •3,49418 - ----+4,56819
0 3,5: ! 68 •4,46442 3,45477 -4,53407
X3;3:4, 7- ----44,46. 594 -3^409A5-- --W4­48b20
-3, 4b.; i2 +4. 3.57'91 03, 3S965 -4, 42440
-43 --- 3173 q, 259T6 -3, 3032.7 ----- - 	 4 -;34931 -
• 3,28191 -4,03998 •3,14552 -4913796
-w3;10837 - --3,78879 --- -,.2,96199_.__-.mi3-0 9548-
2,93466 403,54118 •2,77855 +3,65661
-2 976-085 --- '1 3,29697 -- - •2;59523__ -i3;42110 -
s-2,58691 3905594 .2,41203 •3,18870





^2.5t^?55 - --•2,04606 _	 __+2,207
m2.02933 2,30343 -1,82678 2,4.6255
= f,8198 1 	 _.__.,2. 02749	 _._._ .1,60773-__---- 02; !9574--
0 1.61005 -1,75422 •1,38893 •1,93102
^f;4OOOA_
-____w
1,48309 -- -	 -1,17038
	 ---^^1,66776
0 1,18976 -1021357 -0,95209 1.405350,9T919 -
-0.945i2.	 - •0473410_ -- 1
.f4321-
w 0,76b30
 •0,67730 •0.51643 •0,88090
60,55706 -00,40974 _.	 -„0..29910 --	 -	 180.0 - 66 --	 -
0,34544
-0,14216 •0,08216 -0,35428
-0. i 3341 _.. n, 12568 0+ 13438 _ __ ..
- 0
 0.35041! 0,17649
0,29200 - - 0,66?58 0,56610 -___-
_0,44367..
0,50541 0,93165 0,781?.5 0*71187
^o d f939 ---- 1, 20090 099583---_. - _._0 --- 98088






1,36959 2 00127 1,63132 1979057
-	 1.58962	 _._
_ 2,26258 1,839813 _ ___ ___2^65871--
101122 2,51919 2,04682 2,32380
-2;03423' 276958- 225237 - 258435-
2,25847 3.01244 2.45670 2,83912
---2,48369 3,24657 - -	 2.66004 -	 3-08697
200963 3,41109 2.86266 3,32710
- --2„93604	 -.. - - 3.68531 3.'06482	 ---	 3-55671- 
3,16264 3.88877 3.26679 3,78150
-3, 35143 _.. 4104988 30435J3 ----3--95992 -
3 9 50232 4,17313 3,56998 4,09777
-3;1-53436 _ __	 4,!8426	 ___ 3-58462	 __.-_..4-D810-
3,57185 4,16733 3,57185 4,16733
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Table III. UTW Fan Rotor Blade Coordinates (Continued).
SECTION 2	 RADIUS 76.2 cm (30.0 in.)
Convex Concave
X (Axial) Y X	 (Axial) Y
+3 0 53096 "3,78711 •353096 -3.787113;S395^ 7T2f9__ „3051429 ---^3^9T24-
•3,53964 03.74671 :3,48973 •3.78440
+3;5308-8 - ---:3 ^^ 11 ! 7 ----__
•3,51173 *3,66625 *3.41950 *3973590w3^ 8 l^ 4 — 
-3 b 1254 - -- - w3-. 37527_.--
•3,44093 •3055049 .3,32533 "3963779
V3,268^^ ---^3^5Ti^53
•3,23593 •3927533 43,10711 •3#37975X3;08-1V _^Y,650-86 _ -- „2^9 182 -- —^- ib^7--
•2.88750 *203311 -2.73667 *2.96328
_M2_qT1_3-1
•2.53857 m2.41421 •2,36672 *2.56974




• 1.97915 *_1_,77680_ •1,77595 *1,969841.7684. 1,54n7A	 - - •1.55464- ___ - __w	 _
•1.55.840 "1.31538 .1.33404 *1,53261
x • 4 752	 -- --^^^8H03----- --- at1,113b0--- _ ^i.^159TF
91.13622 •0.86234 *0089358 :1909966
:^, 2145-- - ---0- ;63802 ---- --0,67463	 - ---.:^ -0-6 gltiv
• 0 9 71217 *0.41484 .0.45498 *0066769
:1^,_49933 — __ -0,19267 - -	 - O.a3650 -
V0 9 28588 0,02855. :0.01862 0923502
W O 07178	 _ -- - 0024883 - -	 0	 19860-._.. __w0-X33-833-.
0.14300 0.46807 O.u1515 0.19855
3,35854 .— 0'.68608 .--_._ 0,83093 -- ---3^ 11533
0.57513 0.90231 0.84567 0,63193
0, 9303
	
---- 111612 1,0590 -	 -098481-u
!.01230 1.32693 1.27115 1.06331
1.23284 --- - 1.53411 - -	 1.48193 - -1,2765_
1 8 45459 1.73698 1069151 1.48777
1.9348'-_ 1,89997 --- l•6^f5b^
1,90130 2412710 2.10745 !,89976
--2.,12399 __ - 2.31341 23.1.406 .. - -2 
--O—qq b
205136 2,49202 2.52003 2.29388
2. 2,66361 2.72549_ --Z,482^
2,80339 2,82735 2p93065 2.665533 4 02965 - - -2,98287 3.13571 2.^41f
3.25581 3.12995 3,34088 3.01103
_4- 407 - 30- 24594 3,51206 . -	 - 3 - -14659
3_.59086 3.33233 3,64598 3,24684
x,62375 - - -
-. 
3 ,33841 3.66485 ___ _ ___	 •2T	 ^
3.65778 3.31641 3.65778 301641
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Table III. UTW Fan Rotor Blade Coordinates (Continued).
SECTION 3
	 RADIUS 66.9 cm (26.3 in.)
Convex	 Concave
X (Axial) Y X (Axial) Y
• 3 1 44902
-3903130 +3.44902 •3903130
,w3; 456 31 -- ^3	 01728	 _ ___--__+3.; 43399-------- W x-0_624-
03.45564 •2.99433 •3,41140 •3003192
- •3,44652
	
_.. 2-,96289- —	 ;3i^0




-w3 231482 ------ ..2 76130 ---- ---_.3;	
_
1994 -w-2q-35937-
• 0 1 984 02,56706 •3„02637 •2.68941
-=2,99245 - - --2 36411—
•2:82463 •2,16755 •2064974 +2933963
-„261638 -- - -„1	 97693----- --2-"201 O Z# 17A33-
•2.48767 •1.79113 •2.27486 .2.01442
•
2;3 ^t8--------
^I.6:15i- - ---- _^2;if88 1^
•2,14878 opt	 43584 - •1,90191 •1170781
• 1.94447 •1,23052 •1067918 •1,53056
-1 ;73937 - +i 03059--- -^1
"1,53340 +0,83559 .1,23598 •1„18674
• 1, 3 6 S 1 * 0 , 6 4 51 3 -- - .• 1. 0 l S 77-^-- • 1.01750 1.11859 +0945896 +0.79658 •0085271
_0-,90958
-0,2'769f •0-;578x---- -^6B82T




+0,21532 0,24498 0206856 •0920265
-6 06144 0,41083 0,28178
_
 •0,04291
0.15371 0,57254 0.49373_ 0811595
0.37024 - - 0-7400 3 ---- 0
	 70 431 -- 	 -- 0, X396
0.58823 0.88309 0.91342 0.43096
0,80777 1,03142 ---1 
- 120-48 ---- __0 - 58671 -
1.0,2884 1,17467 1.32702 0,74066
1.25131
	
- 1,31237-- - 1,53166__ O.S922'1-
1.47503 1,44402 1:73504 1.04101
1,69984	 - -	 1.56,005 -- 1,-93T33_,_—i,^Bb36-




2. 33957------ _i_q_	 4-92-
?.37838 1.89976 2,54010 1. 59735_
2'160492_	 _---__
 1, 9941c^ .. 274067- - 1.72484










3 0 61268 2,32088 3564570 2923165
__3,64345 2 -031943---.._ _- 3.68-807------_2.2511815-
3,66937 2029101 3.66937 2029101
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Table III, UTW Fan Rotor Blade Coordinates (Continued).
SECTION 4	 RADIUS 57,2 cm (22.5 in.)
Convex	 Concave
X (Axial) Y X (Axial) Y
03.27656 •2127702 3.27656 02.27702
-^3.-28322 *; 26279 - ^3.2b2o^b --- ` X8303
*3.28186 02.24050 03.?-3980 •2.28070210-53---- ,3,21-0-17- ---
--^2-.2b47i
•3.25332 •2.17341 •3.17355 •2.24967
"•3; 22513- -- - -«2 ^ i Vi=i 8
	
- -•3 - i 30 ^ ---
- w"2"0^q -
•3._18733 02.07922 •3.08018 •2.18164
a e y"4t--- _ ^2^^2i^ _ -- +3,02-26-0 - -- *2-1 3403
0 3 0 00531 0106253
-P.86579 w2i00785
ga^45 --^T; 6H435 --- -- > - ,5165 _ ^^..w i -8b32T
02 9 69081 X1651211 02.49829 •1.72907
-02 153231-- M2;3"78--- - -- ^3;590b3-
•2.-37289 •1,18419 w2.13420 *1947341
m e t
 
2^F4 q ---- : I,O 2Iq 3 iT -- -- -1 0 9TH 3 b-4 - - ^ ^i 35303
•2,05092 --^^0	 1713 •1.77416v1g23720
0 1.85563 ^0 9 70271_ '1s56025'1 -t-1^0-369
0 1.6	 68
-- --
00,53560 01.3480 00g9756904 1.46005 •0,37578 :1.13742 00.85268
+ 1n25975- - X0,22324----- 00.92852 - ----0 X420
0 1.05776 *0.07797 •0.72130 0.61984
46-
 85414 ------0,0600 . 3 - ----0,53 ^^-
00.64895 0,19075 00.31170 00.40182_
^^4A22^------ 00314 2 -6, :0 ;10 428 -_ ;;0
.
74-b
00,23413 0043043 0.09188 00.19578
0 0 -d2-466------'---0 9 53944 0,29162 ----^0^09654
0.18612 0.64122 0.49005 000047
-- 0 9 13569 ------' ----(Yv0-9543-
0.61134 0482282 0.88324 001 8838




1.25652 1,03950 1.46567 045467
1.47281 1'09659 1.65858 0,53892
-i *88433--- ---	 1 : 14604 -- 1,85-126- - -O,^bT0-
- 
1.90583 `1118789 2:04391 0„69984
x.12215- 1.22220 ___--- -2,236R^__-___0•^,1h0^
2.33818 1.24891 2.43003 0.84904
2,55368 -----1.26786	 -
-2t,2373 -- ---0^g1817-
_ 2.76842 1 1 27875 2.81820 0 .98277
^.9^190
--
1,28127 30!392	 - 1.04212
3.19369 1.27534 3.,21134 1.09559
`-3;36866 ___ ^ 26406-	 --- --- 3 3T73T--^
3.50345 1,25130 3,50742 1.16266
'3-.3266H------ 
--T, 2-4 0 05 --3 , 538 3-- -----	 75b-




Table III. UTW Fan Rotor Blade Coordinates (Concluded).
SECTION 5	 RADIUS 44.7 cm (18.8 in.)
Convex
	 Concave
X (Axial) Y X (Axial) Y
w2 * 99111 w1453332 :2.99111 •1.53332
i2,-99b6r _._^r_.SIV37^ ---- ;^^97?'7g- -oS" 9-
•2 9 9941b :109848 .2.95672 ol•53986
=a^983a^- ^t^arr^3---- -1;2;q^e1r_-
w2 # 96398 •1043741 •289242 •151649
,w z IWM r, _ _ : 1;-39 509_. ----- ^ 2 8 4VO -;,_1: 49242--
=2.89777 w113b321 •2.79978  -1,46149
-
-w1 v30'22.4..^ - - w2_e7Q -8b- w 4M8-
02 1 74618 *1919129 •2.62085 :1034350
+2,46249 00.91015 02.28934 •1.14224
`;2-.-3t9IIr_.__^^+fi;7778;_-_. _ ^^ ; TZ323 -^""I ^^56b^
•2 0 17438 00.65084 w1.96226 w0996435
`^2'j-028.6*- .r-Q ^ 5 ^9IIfi-- = r ^ $ IIU^i3-- w-^$i 52-93"
w1,8Bl6^ - •0.41240 •^,639^ ^-:0-80592 -
0 1,70357 w 0 t27903_ •1jL44876 •0.71897
^1^^34^- •0. i330^ w1 .2^975- :01637^-
: 1 * 34115 •0.03456 • 1,07296 6178
^1^15662- 40,0 596- .p„8-Y8^ •0949114






_ w 0 S 59214 013b744 •0 3455.1_ w0*30593
• 0 6 40109 045439 .q^1b744 ^0,251p0'
w0,20852 __
_0.50299 _ 0 1 00911 :O 19998
:0.01449 0,56305
 :0,5156
_ 0 18120 061427,__ 0135762 0 0 10623
G^37827- O.6 6 O.S V66 •0.0640
_ 0,57603 0068809 0170102 :0202487_
0 . T7398_____--
_011iOB--- Or011^4
0 ,97134 0272250 1.04394 0 104463
1 1 i67ET^-"
-
0.7254;	 ------1.2166	 --- 00352
1:36313 0.71937 1.39038 0s1033S







2.12950 0.61378 2.10047 0.18861__
2,31654
_
0 56914	 --^ -2,28255 .--6-9-2b-9971-,
2.50190 0.51979 2.46631 0921426
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Figure 15. UTW Fan Rotor Thickness Distributions.
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1.2.7 Core OGV Design
A moderately low aspect ratio of 1.3 was selected for the core portion
OGV to provide a rugged mechanical system. This selection was in recognition
of the potentially severe aeromechanical environment (i.e., large rotor wakes)
of the core OGV because of its small size in relationship to that of the rotor
blade. A solidity at the ID of 1.65 was selected to yield reasonable levels
of diffusion factor, Figure 10. The number of vanes which result is 96.
Radial distribution of total pressure loss coefficient, diffusion factor,
Mach number, and air angle are presented in Figure 10.
The profiles for the core portion OGV are a modified NASA 65-series
thickness distribution on a circular-arc meanline. The incidence angle over
the outer portion of the span was selected from a correlation of NASA low-speed
cascade data. Locally, in the ID region, the incidence angle was reduced
0.07 radian (0). This local reduction in incidence was in recognition of
traverse data results on other high-bypass fan configurations which show core
stator inlet air angles several degrees higher than the axisymmetric calculated
values. The deviation angle was obtained from Carter's Rule as was described
for the rotor blade, but no empirical adjustment was made. The resulting
incidence and deviation angles and throat margin are shown in Figure 16. The
throat area for the selected geometry was checked to ensure sufficient margin
to pass the design flow. The minimum margin relative to the critical contrac-
tion ratio was 6%, which is sufficient to avoid choke. Resulting parameters
for the core OGV are presented in Figure 17. Figure 18 is a cylindrical
section of the core OGV at the pitch line radius. A tabulation of the coor-
dinates for this core OGV is given in Table IV.
1.2.8 Transition Duct Strut Design
The transition duct flowpath is shown in Figure 19. The ratio of duct
exit to duct inlet flow area is 1.02. There are six struts in the transition
duct which are aerodynamically configured to remove the 0.105 radian (6° of
swirl left in the air by the core OGV's and to house the structural spokes of
the composite wheels (see Figure 2). In addition, at engine station 196.5
(Figure 2), the 6 and 12 o'clock strut positions must house radial accessory
drive shafts. The number of struts and axial position of the strut trailing
edge were selected identical with the F101 engine to minimize unknowns in the
operation of the core engine system. The axial positions and thickness re-
quirements of the composite wheel spokes were dictated by mechanical consid-
erations. The axial location of the strut leading edge at the OD was de-
termined by its proximity to the splitter leading edge. At the OD flowpath,
the strut leading edge is 17.8 mm (0.7 in.) forward of the wheel spoke. A
relatively blunt strut leading edge results from the 26.7 mm (1.05 in.) wheel
spoke thickness requirement. The wheel spoke is radial. The axial lean of
the strut leading edge provides relief from the LE bluntness at lower radii
and makes the LE approximately normal to the incoming flow. Since the inlet
Mach number in the OD region is less than 0.5 and since the boundary layer
along the outer wall initiates at the splitter LE, no significant aerodynamic
penalty was assessed because of the bluntness. A NASA 65-series thickness
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Figure 18. Cylindrical Section of UTW Fan-Core
OGV at the Pitch Line Radius.
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Table IV. UTW Fan Core 0r3V Coordinates at the Pitch Line
Radius.
Convex Concave
X (Axial) —y -- X (-_^) Y
-0,842769
-p,477539 •0.842769 p.4779i
-0, 842102 0, 478089 --- -Q !
 843!93 {L678S_-- —a
= 0,841193 0,476426 =0.843371 0,47983i0,840041 08478942
_•O,A^33t13




- :0-184V* 2.2____ 4117.47
-Q,
-O,e35148 0,477713 00.841604 0,469940





• 0,825930 01;473879 - 00.836147 0.461906
--0.816825 0..468976_ __._ -_ -0, 899978-_
_— 6 -4S3s12_
-0,795126 00455609 -0.811471 0.434780
-0052668 0.+428386__
-0010699 0401338 0.737517 0,366474
-0, 668893 0, 374$Q2 !0_, 696900__.___.&,.333 44_-0
• 0,585404 0;323526 0.619675 0.2!1892
-0,801676 0;273929 __ 0,538221.._. _._
	 0.213j92-




4,247368 0,145345 0.282819 09070005
•0.161246 0;107397- •0.194455 -
_ _ _ 0.029661__




-0,. 019959 0,172840 _._ _- -0_,.041196
0,262669 0 40471•0. 0.267634 •0.1114990374803
-Ot068200.. 0•.363446-
_-0.12102-0,468270 •00087992 0.460229








 •O.i "3b4L.0,896971 00,133921 0.897236
-0,1949450,91 7161 -0.134016 0,917569____.__
-0,184230_0,937400
-0,133872 0.937951











for the special considerations required in this design. The strut thickness
is the same for all radii aft of the forward wheel spoke LE (Figure 19) to
facilitate fabrication. A cylindrical cut cross section showing the nominal
strut geometry at three radii is shown in Figure 20. The thickness distri-
bution for the 6 and 12 o'clock struts was further modified for the envelope
of the radial drive shaft. Cylindrical cut cross sections of these struts are
also shown in Figure 20. The leading edge 402 chord of these further modi-
fied sections is identical to that of the nominal strut geometry, and aft of
forward wheel spoke LE, the strut thickness is the same for all radii. The
core engine has demonstrated operation in the presenze of a similar thick
strut in the F101 application without duress.
1.2.9 Vane-Frame (Fan Bypass OGV) Uesigr.r
The vane-frame performs the dual function of an outlet guide vane for the
bypass flow and a frame support for the engine components and nacelle. It is
a common piece of hardware for both the UTV and OTW engine fans. It is inte-
grated with the pylon which houses the radial drive shaft at engine station
196.5 (see Figure 2), houses the engine mount at approximately engine station
210, provides an interface between the propulsion system with the aircraft
system, and houses the forward thrust links. The vane-frame furthermore acts
as an inlet guide vane for the UTW fan when in the reverse mode of operation.
A conventional OGV system turns the incoming flow to axial. The housing
requirements of the pylon dictate a geometry which requires the OGV's to
underturn approximately 0.174 radian (10') ou one side and to overturn approx-
imately 0.174 radian (10°) on the other side. The vanes must be tailored to
downstream vector diagrams which conform to the natural flow field around the
pylon to avoid creating velocity distortions in the upstream flow. Ideally,
each vane would be individually tailored. However. to avoid excessive costs,
five vane geometry groups were selected as adequate.
The Mach number and air angle at inlet to the vane-frame (fan bypass OGV)
are shown in Figure 21 for both the UTW and OTW fans. In the outer portion of
the bypass duct annulus, the larger air angle in the UTW environment results in
a less negative incidence angle for it than for the OTW environment. The Mach
number in the outer portion of the annulus is also higher in the UTW environ-
ment. When selecting incidence angles, a higher Mach number environment
naturally leads to the desire to select a less negative incidence angle. The
amount by which the incidence angle would naturally be increased due to the
higher Mach number UTW environment is approximately equal to the increase in
the inlet air angle of the UTW environment. In the inner portion of the
annulus, the inlet Mach number and air angle are higher for the 07W environ-
ment. The natural increase in incidence angle desired because of the higher
Mach number is approximately the same as the increase in the inlet air angle.
As a result of these considerations, no significant aerodynamic performance
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Locally, near the bypass duct ID, there is a discontinuity in the aero-
dynamic environment of the UTW configuration. This discontinuity represents
that portion of the flow which passes under the island but bypasses the
splitter. The calculation ignored mixing across the vortex sheet. In the
design of the vane geometry no special considerations were incorporated because
of this discontinuity since it is believed that in a real fluid the mixing
process will greatly diminish the vortex strength.
The vane chord at the OD was selected largely by the mechanical require-
ment of axial spacing between the composite frame spokes. At the ID, the vane
leading edge was lengthened primarily to obtain an aerodynamically reasonable
leading edge fairing on the pylon compatible with the envelope requirements of
the radial drive shaft. The ID region is significantly more restrictive in
this regard because of choking considerations, particularly for the OTW environ-
ment, with the reduced circumferential spacing between vanes. The solidity
resulting from 33 vanes, an acoustic requirement, was acceptable from an aero-
dynamic loading viewpoint as shown in Figure 22. The two diffusion factor
curves are a result of the two aerodynamic environments, UTW and OTW, to which
the common vane frame geometry is exposed. The thickness is a modified NASA
65-series distribution. Maximum-thickness- and trailing-edge-thickness-to-
chord ratios of 0.08 and 0.02, respectively, were selected at the OD. The
same maximum thickness and trailing edge thickness were used at all other
radii which results in maximum-thickness- and trailing-edge-thickness-to-chord
ratios of 0.064 and 0.016, respectively, at the ID.
As a guide in the selection of the overall vector diagram requirements of
the vane frame, a circumferential analysis of an approximate vane geometry,
including the pylon, was performed. This analysis indicated, for uniform flow
at vane inlet, that the vane discharge Mach number was approximately constant
circumferentially and that the discharge air angle was nearly linear circum-
ferentially between the pylon wall angles. Figure 23, an unwrapped cross
section at the ID, shows the flowfield calculated by this analysis. The
specific design criteria selected for the layout of the five-vane geometry
groups was to change the average discharge vector diagram with zero swirl
to vector diagrams with + 5° of swirl and + 10° of swirl.
The meanline shapes for each of the five-vane groups vary. For the vane
group which overturns the flow by +10° the meanline is approximately a circular
arc. As a result of passage area distribution and choking consideratons, the
meanline shape employed in the forward 25% chord region of this vane group was
retained for the other four groups.
The incidence angle for all vane groups was the same and was selected for
the group with the highest camber. A correlation of NASA low-speed cascade
data was the starting point for the incidence selection. Over the outer portion
of the vane, where the inlet Mach number is lower, the incidence angles were
slanted to the low side of the correlation. This was done in consideration of
the reverse thrust mode of operation for the UTW fan. In this mode, the OGV's
impart a swirl counter to the direction of rotor rotation. Additional vane
leading edge camber tends to increase the counterswirl and therefore increase













































































the incidence angles are higher than suggested by the correlation because of
the higher inlet Mach number. Also, in the reverse mode of operation, this
reduction in vane leading edge camber in the ID region reduces the swirl for
that portion of the fluid which enters the core engine and tends to reduce its
pressure drop.
The deviation angle for each of the five vane groups was calculated from
Carter's Rule as described for the rotor. The portion of the meanline aft of
the 25% chord point approximates a circular arc blending between the front
circular arc and the required trailing edge angle. For the vane group which
underturns the flow by 10, the aft portion of the blade has little camber.
Figure 24 shows an unwrapped cross section at the ID of two of the 10°
over-cambered vanes and two of the 10° under-cambered vanes adjacent to the
pylon. Note that the spacing between the pylon and the first under-cambered
vane is 50% larger than average. This increased spacing was required to open
the passage internal area, relative to the capture area, to retrieve the area
blocked by the radial drive shaft envelope requirements.
Table V gives the detailed coordinate data for the two vane geometries
and the pylon leading edge geometry shown in Figure 24. The coordinate data
for the nominal vane geometry at three radial locations are also given in this
table. The vane coordinate data are in inches.
Radial distributions of camber and stagger for the nominal and two extreme
vane geometries are shown in Figure 25. Radial distributions of chord and
solidity for the nominal vane are shown in Figure 26. The design held the
leading and trailing edge axial projection common for all five groups which
































































































Table V. Vane-Frame (Fan Bypass OGV) Coordinates.
Vane Type: Closed 2
Radius 53.0 cm (20.86 in.)
Convex
	 Concave
X (Axial) Y X (Axial) Y
_80g 948210_ ___... 2,3411b -6,48210 __._	 2934116
•6 9 48759 2,32790 .6,47014 2.34917
_-6,.48656 2,30949 -6,45181 4935181
•6,47875 2,28616 -6,42730 2034886
.,• 6 1 46396 2,25823 -6,39677	 _ 2034011
•604206 2022584 •6,.56025 2132555
+6.1 41331 2,18867 -6.31735 200561
•6,29919 2,05618
-6.16591 2922947
_*6,0711 9 _1683449 -5.89480.. 2,0.7990
•5„83097 1.6383'+ -5.63592 1,92961
-5,58939  _1.45347 •5,37839 10.79199.
-5 9 3 4 632 1.27982
-5.12236 1,66526
_5110018_ 1411977 -4,86939 1954502
*4,85192 0.97171 04.61855 1043098
*4 1 60258 0,83339
-4.36878 1932361
_-4 0.30233_ 0,61897 84,0701.1__.. 1*20263
•4,00106 0,53619
-3.77245 1908890
_vt3/6 98 86_ 0040428
-3.47572 0,98129
-3 1 39590 0.28251
-3.17976 0,8788?




•2 9 78889 0,06546
-2.58892 0968742
__2x4 854 7. -0.03115
-2129341 0959624
*2,18202 00,12056 -1,99793 0950613







-0 1 96707 00,42655 •0,81118 0015212
_0,46 307 *0,49346 -0,52225 _	 0906612
• 0,35916 -0,55754 -0,22724 *0,01841
•g,^55?1_






0 0 85774 -0.78121! 0.95157 •0.34873






2 9 07653 -0,95211 2.12848
-0,65013
._4138 133 *0498311 2.42?60
-0071727
2 4 68567 01.00936 2171719
-0,77845

























_.	 •5,37.700------ _-_.. !.85097_.
•5,11662 1173488
04 0 65694	 . __ . __ __1 ♦43146_.












..1,64646 ,_ __ ..09.97830





0 0 11497 0094418
0 8 40510 0195304









Table V. Vane-Frame (Fan Bypass 0GV) Coordinates (Continued).
Vane Type: Pylon Leading Edge







-6 0 47179 2934406




06.20 6 174.	 ..._ ..._	 1489820
*S 6 82801 1.69438
•5,58938 . _	 1650620



















•2 1 53811 •0,18441
02/23601 00„29875
_ ^i♦4-3375_ ____ ^O, p0770




"1 1 02219 •0,70205
_*_001617..	 ._._ -- +0.78789.
"0 8 40945 •0886865
_N0110190 _	 __. _ _O*0.94573
0,20685 01001906
._.0.51627 – . _01608827.
0 9 82574 •1,15361
—.1113505 __.__. 1-102IS46
1„44405 •1627181




Table V. Vane-Frame (Fan Bypass OGV) Coordinates (Continued).
Vane Type: Open 2

























































































































































































Table V. Vane-Frame (Van Bypass OOV) Coordinates (Continues+).
Vane Type: Nominal
Radius 53.0 cm (20.86 in.)
Convex Concave
X	 (Axial) Y X (Axial) Y
.
06 9 48?10 2134116 -6448210 204,116
-6,46IS9 21321191
-6,47013 2434918
06 9 48654 2.30949 -6.45161 2,35182
•6 0 47874 2,28617 •6,42729 2934688
•6 1 46394 2025825 06,39675 2434014
•6,44203 2912588
-6,360?0 202561
•6 * 41324 2018874
-6,31726
_.2830572
•h .2989 t+ 2,05654 •6,16614 2923018
•6,07054 1,83608 •5,89545 2206244
-5,82980 1.64205 •5,63708 1993496
SS I S8153 1,46015 •5,38025 1980110
-5,343SS 1,29036 .5,12513 1,67933
-5,09631 1113518 -4,87326 1956502
-4,84677 0.99309 +4,62370 1	 4S80.__
-4,59597 0986190
-4,37S39 1935882
4.29 378 0971764 •4,07866 1.24915
•3„99047 0.58679 -3,713304 1.14834
-3,68627 0,468Si' -3.48832 1005511
-3038139 0,36194 -3,194?6 0,96836
.+3.07616 0,26589
-2,90057 0.88755
-2,77064 0,17931 -2.bOb97 0081205








.- 1,244 70 00,12120 •1.13847 0.48014
•0,93983 00,16994
-0,84442 0042105
• 0 1 63494 -0020568 -0.55038 0,36497
-0,33012 oO,?3761 -0,05628 0931230
X0.02535 -0,26417 0.03188 0,26268
0 1 27916
- 0028484 0,33230 0,21567
0.58 316 -0.30022 0.627?2 0017134
0.88725 -0031091 0092205 0.13018
_ 1 9 1 9 18 8 •001606 1.21636 009358
1,49640
-0,31452 1151076 0.06272
1 0 60035 •0.30547 1.80573 003755
2.10352 •0.288',? 200149 0.01793
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Table V. Vane-Frame (Fan Bypass OGV) Coordinates (Continued).
Vane Type: Nominal
Radius 69.8 cm (27.48 in.)
Convex Concave
X (Axial) Y X (Axial) Y
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Table V. Vane-Frame (Fan Bypass OGV) Coordinates (Concluded).
Vane Type: Nominal
Radius 90.1 cm (35.5 in.)
Convex Concave
X	 (Axial) Y X (Axial) Y
-401 9 4A0 1064519 - 4,494AO 1.64519
•".S0141 1.62777 04,46003 1965611
04,499h1 1,6002!
-44457A4 10660ap
-444M g 13 1.57odA 04,42b03 1.658S1
0 40J6969 11S40.12 •4.38714 1.64946
0404 4 11u 1.500?0 •4.34056 1,63344
•4.4 0 352 1,0S490 - 4.28S74 1.61098
-406001 10chal -4.2?9A4 1,58666
-4.170hS 1,?320A
-4,01147 1048459
•3 9 98!30 1,OA043 •3,80307 1.38218
•3,19412 0193A90 -3,59652 1928694
- 09Ayh 0.80698 - S.39 1?O1 1,20396
0 3 # 40085 0,60h/S
-;.19030 1912394
-_3,20110 0,57686 •?.p'0032 1,04840
•3,00038 0041518 •2,79129 0,97765
•2 0 7SA45 0136263 -?.55353 0,89860
-2.S1S43 0.?6034 -?.31686 0062511
•2 0 21133 0.1674 -2.08128 0075648
•2.02632 0.08355
-1.84660 0,69213
• 1,7dO65 0.00933 •1.61258 0,63195
• 1,S34S3 -0005AP9
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001 V4b2 00.31062 0.?4945 0.26389
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2.1 UTW FAN ROTOR SUMMARY
The UTW fan rotor has 18 composite blades mounted on a disk in -1 manner
permitting changes in the pitch of the blades. This rotor is shown in Figure
27. The blades will be fabricated from a hybrid combination of Kevlar 49,
graphite, boron, and S-Glass fibers in order to provide the desired combination
of bird impact resistance and blade stiffness. The blades incorporate a metal
foil leading edge to provide additional FOD and erosion protection. The
solidity of the blades i:, slightly less than unity along the entire blade span
to allow the blades to clear during actuation to reverse pitch through flat
pitch. There are no mechanical restrictions on being able t , reverse pitch the
blades through either flat pitch or stall.
In a concept similar to that used on the CF6-50 fan, balance weights are
accessible in the fan spinner, and field balance of the fan is possible without
removing the spinner. Ease of maintenance has also been considered in the
design of the other rotor components.
After removal of the spinner, the blades can be individually removed and
replaced without disassembly of the blade trunnion. Access holes in the flange
of the aft rotating flowpath permit removal of the fan rotor, blade actuator,
and the reduction gear as a complete subassembly.
The centrifugal force of each blade and trunnion is carried by a single-
row ball thrust bearing. This bearing has a full complement of balls to reduce
the per-ball loadings. The race has a much higher conformance than is standard
for Thrust bearings because of its highly loaded, intermittently actuated
environment. The bearing is grease lubricated, with a cup shield completely
covering the upper race and most of the lower race, thus preventing the grease
from leaking out under high radial "g" loads. This concept was successfully
remonstrated on General Electric's reverse pitch fan. Grease tests have been
completed that identified a grease for the QCSEE bearing which will not permit
separation of the oil from the thickening base or extreme pressure additives
after extended running in a centrifugal field higher than those planned for the
UiV fan rotor. Fail-safe lubrication is accomplished by a tungsten disulfide
coating applied to the balls and races. With this coating and under the loading
planned, this bearing is capable of operating 9000 engine hours after loss of
lubricant with only a slight increase in coefficient of friction and negligible
wear.
Secondary and vibratory loads from the trunnion are resisted by dry thrust





Figure 27. UTW Variable Pitch Fan,
(13
2.2 COMPOSITE FAN BLADES
2.2.1 Design Considerations
Aerodynamic design of the UTW fan blade is presented in Section 2.0.
Mechanical design considerations for the UTW fan blade were primarily a result
of the requirement for variable-pitch operation through both the stall and
flat pitch direction. The need for a composite blade was estaLlished early




A practical metallic blade meeting aeromechanical requirements
would require solidities of greater than 1.0 in the root which
would restrict the variable-pitch operation of the blade to reverse




Even with a higher root solidity the metallic blade design and
resulting disk and actuation system were extremely heavy and would
have resulted in low reliability, high bearing loads, and high
actuation loads.
Preliminary design of the composite blade was based primarily on the aero-
mechanical and bird impact requirements. Consideration was given to several
hybrid materials and layup configurations which would provide the required
blade stiffness and still mair._ain the capability to absorb the impact of a
1.8 kg (4 lb) bird without root failure. To reinforce the impact capability
of the hybrid blade several dovetail designs were evaluated aimed at providing
more root flexibility during impact.
2.2.2 Mechanical Design Requirements
The design requirements for the UTW composite fan blade were established
to provide realistic long-life operation of a flight engine based on the
typical mission shown. in Table VI. These preliminary design requirements are
listed as follows.
•	 Design Mechanical Speeds
- 100% mechanical design 	 3244 rpm
- 100% SLS hot day takeoff - 3143 rpm
- Maximum steady-state speed - 3326 rpm
- Maximum design overspeed - 3614 rpm
- Maximum burst speed - 141% of max. steady-state speed (4700 rpm)
s	 Design Life and Cycles
- 36,000 hours
- 48,000 cycles
- 1000 ground checkout cycles, full power




Saamnt	 I	 km	 ft	 I Mach Nb .	 % Power _ 1 0in__^
Start 0 0 0 - 0.5 1.11
Idle-Taxi 0 0 0 4-20 3.1 6.89
Takeoff 0 0 0-12 100 1.22 2.71
Climb 0-7 .02 0-23K 0.3-0.5 Max. Cont 10 .0 22.22
Cruise 6.41-7.63 21-25K 0.65-0.74 Max. Cr 14.0 31.11
Descent 7 .02-0.3048 23-1K 0.7-0.4 F.I. 10 . 0 22.22
Approach 0.3048-0 1K-0 0.12 65 3.0 6.67
Reverse Thrust 0 0 0.12-0 Max. Rev 0.08 0.18





- Byes must operate through flat pitch and stall pitch without
aeromechanical problems.
- Blades shall be individually replaceable without major teardown.
- Blade untwist will be factored into airfoil configuration.
- Stresses shall be within Goodman Diagram with sufficient vibratory
margin.
- First flex frequency shall cross 2/rev in low speed range and have
152 margin over 1/rev at 115% speed.
- Blade leading edge protection will be kept within aero airfoil
limits.
Of these requirements, the first two are of prime importance. Successful
operation of the experimental engine hinges to a great degree on having a
rugged blade which can withstand reverse pitch operation and other inlet dis-
turbances inching crosswind testing.
2.2.3 Aerodynamic Blade Parameters
A summary of the aero blade parameters is presented in Tab'a VII. The
low root solidity of 0.98 is required for reverse pitch operation. Except for
the large tip chord (high blade flare) the blade length, thickness, and twist
dimensions are similar to previous composite blades which have undergone
extensive development and proof testing.
2.2.4 Blade Configuration
The blade molded configuration consists of a solid composite airfoil and
a straight bell-shaped composite dovetail. The dovetail is undercut at the
leading edge and trailing edge to reduce local stresses and to permit better
transitioning of the cambered airfoil section into the straight dovetail.
The airfoil definition is described by 15 radially spaced airfoil cross
sections which are stacked on a common axis. The dovetail axial centerline
is offset from the stacking axis by 0.254 cm (0.1 in.) to provide a smooth
airfoil-to-dovetail transition. The molded blade drawing, as shown in Figure
28 provides a reduced leading edge thickness to allow a final coating of wire
mesh/nickel plate for leading edge protection. The blade leading edge protec-
tion is shown on the finished blade drawing (see Figure 29).
2.2.5 Blade Lay►up/Material Selection
The material selection and ply arrangement for the UTW hybrid composite
blade is based on previous development efforts conducted by General Electric
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Table V11. QCSZE VIV Cumpositts Blade Preliminary
Design Summary.
Aero Definition
Tip Speed 298 a/aac (976 ft/sec)
Tip Diameter 180 ex (71 In,)
Radius Ratio 0,452
Number of Blades is
Bypass Pressure Ratio 1.27 Takeoff
Aspect Hatio 2.11
Tip Chord 30.3 cm (11.91 in.)
Root Chord 14.8 em (5.82 In.)
Tm Root 1.92 cm (0.76 in.)






Angle Change from Forward to Reverse
Through Flat Pitch 850
Through Stall 900
selection of a combination of fibers in a single blade to provide the proper
frequaney response and bird impact characteristics to satisfy short-haul
online conditions. Figure 30 ohm the general arrangaent of the plies in
the Q= VIV composite blade. The flex root surface plies in the lower reason
of the blade contain S-glass figs. These plies being near the surface and
having relatively Um banding stiffness and high tensile strength provide
higher strait-to-failure characteristics thereby allowing the blade to absorb
large bird impact loading without the classic root failure that usually
accompanies brittle composite materials. Torsional stiffening plies in the
airfoil region of the blade are oriented at 145' to provide the shear modulus
required for a blab first torsion frequency. These plies will contain fibers
of graphite and/or boron depending on the measured frequency characteristics
and experimental POD resistance to be obtained in the several preliminary
blades. Plies of Kavlar 49 will be interspersed throughout the rest of the
blade with the majority of the* being in the longitudinal direction of the
blade. Several of the xevlar plies in the tip region of the blade will be
oriented at 90' to the longitudinal axis to provide chordwiss strength and
stiffness to the blade for local impact improvceant.
The resin system being used in this program is a product of the 3M
Company and is designated as PR288. This is a resin system that has provsa
satisfactory for the meads of advanced composite biading. Some of its unique
characteristics in the prepreg form are:
e	 ass Consistent processing characteristics
s	 Can be prepregged with many different fibers including hybrids
e	 Uniform preprea thickness and resin content.
Typical properties of the PK2881AU prepreg are shown in Table VIII.
Material properties for several fiber composite prepregs are shown In Table
IX. The basic ply lay" arrangement and fiber orientation for the QCSBE pre-
liminary blade is mown in Figure 31. The graphite/Kavlar system is preferred
from the standpoint of bird Impact and cost; however, it may be necessary to
we some boron plies to achieve the do-sired first torsion frequency.
2.2.6 Slade Vibration Analysis
^i A ^ice ^ 1^
Slade "instability" or "limit cycle vibration" can be a problem on fans.
It is characterized by a high amplitude vibration in a single mods (normally
the first flaxurel or torsional mods) at a nonintegral per-rev frequency. It
is not one of the classical airfoil flutter cases and is apparently confined
to cascades. Because of the nonlinearity in the aerodynamics involved, it has
resisted practical solutions by solely theoretical means. Accordingly, General
Electric boa adopted a semiempirical "reduced velccity" approach for limit
cycle avoidance. Reduced velocity, VR, gives a amours of a blade's stability
against self excited vibration. This parameter is defined as
V1t • k
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Table V111. PR288/AU Preprat properties.
PrgMt,^
  PR288 jIW
Supplier 3H
Process Heir - Cont. Tape
Cure Schedule 2.5 hms	 at 129' C (265' H)
Poatcure Schedule 4 hrs
	
at 133' C (275' F)
Flex. Strenth /Blast. Mod./Short Dean Shear
Roar Temp 193/11.9/s.0 kN/cm 2(280/17.2/
11.6 ksO
121' C(250' H) 138 /11.6/5.2	 km/ca 2(300/16.8/
7.5 ksi)
Charpy Impact 21.2 J (15.0 fc=ib)
Fiber Volume, X 59.8
Sp. 6r., g/cc 1.58
Void Content, % 0.0
Cost per kg (lb) 5232 ($105)
tea,
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where:
b - 1/2 chord at 5/6 span-m
W - average air velocity relative to the blade over the outer third of
the span--m/sec
ft - first torsional frequency at design rpm-rad/sec.
The basic criterion used for setting the design of the UTW composite blade was
the requirement of having a reduced velocity parameter in the range of 1.3 to
1.4. This allowable range is based on previous testing of a variety of fan
configurations in combination with the specific aerodynamic design of the UTW
blade. Figure 32 shows the results of a 20- and 18-blade analysis for several
fiber maternal candidates. The 18-blade design using the 50% graphite/50%
Kev1ar material was selected as providing the desired aeromechanical require-
ment3 and bird impact characteristics. The operating and stall characteristics
Of this blade are presented in Figure 33 in terms of reduced velocity versus
incidence angle. This shows an acceptable blade design as compared with the
anticipated QCSEE blade stability limit.
The Campbell diagram for the UTW blade is shown in Figure 34. The
expected range of first flexural frequencies in the 2/rev crossover is shown
to be between 54 and 67 speed. The margin over 1/rev at 100% speed is
approximately 60%.
2.2.7 Airfoil Stress Analysis
A preliminary stress analysis of the UTW composite fan blade was performed
using a homogeneous twisted blade computer program. This program is limited
to accepting only effective longitudinal properties of the composite blade.
It has been used successfully for preliminary design work in the past and
offers an approximate state of stress for steady-state operating conditions.
Correlation with detailed finite element analysis shows it to be a reaonable
preliminary design tool. The resultant radial stresses for the steady-state
operating condition including gas loads are shown in Figure 35. This shows
the maximum stresses to be in the root leading edge and trailing edge areas
having values of 1.38 and 1.66 kN/cm 2 (20 and 24 ksi), respectively. The
average centrifugal stress at the root is 0.551 kN/cm2 (8 ksi). The estimated
room temperature stress range (Goodman diagram) for the radial direction of the
proposed hybrid composite blade is shown in Figure 36. For the UTW composite
blades, the anticipated maximum vibratory stress is 1.38 kN/cm 2
 (20 ksi) single
amplitude. For the steady-state condition shown, that of a hot day takeoff
and maximum cruise, the combination of steady-state mean stress and expected
maximum vibratory stress results in an acceptable blade life.
In addition to the airfoil stresses, the displacement and twist charac-
teristics of the blade are presented in Figure 37. The maximum untwist is
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The steady-state airfoil loads resulting from the twisted blade analysis
are:
•	 100% rpm centrifugal force: 118,000 N (26,500 lb)
•	 maximum centrifugal force: 155,000 N (35,000 lb)
•	 Mtang 50,900 cm-N (4500 in-lb), Maxial - 61,000 cm-N (5400 in-lb)
Mtwist 7900 cm-N (700 in-lb)
More detailed stress analysis using three-dimensional finite element tech-
niques are planned during the final design phase.
2.2.8 Dovetail Design
The dovetail design for the UTW composite blade consists of a straight
bell-shaped dovetail with an 8.9 cm (3.5 in.) radius. The bell-shaped dovetail
design reflects many years of development efforts to achieve an efficient
dovetail configuration having both high static pull strength and good fatigue
strength. The dovetail crush normal and shear stresses were calculated and
are shown on their respective stress range diagrams in Figures 38 and 39. The
combination of mean stress and vibratory stress indicate there is considerable
margin for infinite life under steady-state operating conditions.
2.3 FAN DISK
The fan disk is a single-piece-machined 6A1-4V titanium ring forging
designed for a commercial life in excess of 36,000 hours. This disk is shown
in Figure 40. Eighteen, holes pierce the disk ring to provide for the blade
support trunnion while retaining the blades. The excess disk material between
the holes is removed where possible to reduce the dead disk weight and lower
the stress concentration around these holes. An integral cone on the aft side
of the disk connects the disk to the main bearing shaft through a bolted flange.
The disk cone is contoured to alleviate LCF problems generated by the forward
and aft cycles of thrust generated during engine operation. Flanges on the
outside of the disk rim provide attachment planes for the sp{nner and aft
flowpath adapter.
The inside of the disk rim is a turned modified spherical blade bearing
seating surface for the blade retention bearing (Figure 41). This results in
a low-cost, lightweight disk design with a uniformly stressed rim. The blade
thrust bearings have mating spherical seats and are mounted as shown in Figure
41. The bearing seating surface is not machined perfectly spherical but is
designed to become spherical under operating loads. An antifretting coating
will be applied between the disk and the bearing, although at the pressure
loadings expected beneath the bearing, fretting is not expected to be a
problem.
The UTW fan disk design cuts are shown in Table X.
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Figure 39. Allowable Stress Range Diagram - Dovetail Shear
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'fable X. UTW Fan Disk Design Data.
Total Blade and Blade Attachment 	 270,000 N/blade
Load at 100, Mechanical Design Speed 	 (60,777 lb/blade)
(3,244 rpm)
Total Live Rim Load at 100% Speed 	 5,043,691 N
(1,133,867 lb)
Average Disk Rim Stress at Max.	 38.7 x 107 N/m2
Duty Cycle Speed (3,326 rpm)	 (56,085 psi)
Max. Disk Stress at Peak Location	 42.1 x 107 N/m2
at Max. Duty Cycle Speed	 (61,078 psi)
Overspeed Capability	 4,865 rpm
LCF Life with 30 Material	 > 48,000 Cycles
Properties
LCF Life with 0.025 x 0.076 cm





2.4 BLADE SUPPORT BEARING
The blade support bearing has a full complement of balls to reduce the
per-ball loading. Bearing race conformance is a relatively high 51% to
extend the bearing fatigue life in its highly loaded environment. All surfaces
on this bearing will be coated with a tungsten disulfide film. Tests on
previous General Electric variable-pitch fan bearings have shown this coating
provides enough lubrication to enable the bearing to safely operate for 9000
flight hours in the event of a loss-of-grease situation.
The QCSEE support bearing is shown in Figure 42. Shields attached to the
outer race create a centrifugal "cup" which prevents the grease from leaking
out in the high centrifugal field when the engine is running. Grease will
not leak from the clearance gaps at the bottom of the shields when the engine
is not operating due to the high viscosity of the grease, provided oil separa-
tion from the grease soaping agent does not occur. General Electric has con-
ducted centrifuge tests on various greases and has identified one which has
little tendency to separate even under prolonged periods of higher "g" loads
than planned for the QCSEE bearing. The bearing test rig is shown in
Figure 43.
Design criteria peculiar to variable-pitch blade support bearings had to
be developed and applied to the design of this bearing. The unique design
criteria used in designing the QCSEE UTW bearing are as follows:
1. The blade support bearing system B10 life should be 9000 flight
hours. This requires an individual bearing B10 life of over 18
times the system B10 life. The need for this stringent requirement
is based on the statistical problem of a multibearing system in a
multiengine aircraft.
2. Blade bearings will not be dependent upon the grease lubricant to
obtain 9000 hours between overhauls. This restriction ensures that
failure will not occur due to loss of bearing grease. In addition
to normal bearing design criteria, the following requirements must
also be met, or by definition, failure is said to occur:
a. An apparent coefficient of friction at the pitch diameter less
than 0.01. This allows the blade actuator to be designed to a
maximum capacity with assurance that it will not be overloaded
because of worn bearings.
b. Bearing wear less than the bearing preload [approximately 0.00508
cm (0.002 inch) total wear]. This definition provides a simple
method for condition monitoring without rotor disassembly.
3.	 Ball or race fracture must not occur under the maximum possible bird
impact loads. The actuation system of an 18-bladed fan is suffi-
ciently powerful to cause secondary damage upon seizure of any one of
the individual bearings. Ball fracture, a potential cause of such
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Figure 42. UTW Fan Blade Thrust Bearing.
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4. Bearing life calculations are based on the mission/duty cycle as
shown in Figure 44.
The top bearing race is a spherical surface which is designed in conjunc-
tion with the disk bearing seat to minimize transmission of warping stress
to the race under operating conditions. This spherical mating surface will be
coated with an antifretting coating to ensure that loss of LCF life of the
fan disk will not occur, Bearing loads and life predictions are given in
Table XI.
2.5 BLADE RETENTION TRUNNION
The blade retention trunnions mechanically tie the composite blades to
the fan disk through the blade support bearing. They also provide an attach-
r4ut point through which torque might be applied by the blade actuator to
change the pitch of the blades.
Table XI. Bearing Load and Life Summary.
Average Bearing Load on Balls at 100%
Mechanical Design Speed (3244 rpm)
Bearing Static Load Capacity
Bearing Elastic Deflection at 3244 rpm
Individual Bearing B10 Life
262,392 N (58,988 lb)
297,812 N (66,951 lb)
0.0124 cm (0.0049 in.)
128,190 Flight Hours
The entire blade support system is designed to withstand the maximum
possible loads which can be transmitted into it by the blades without blade
failure. This includes not only the trunnion but all of its mating components.
This ensures that in the event of extensive foreign object damage only the
mall composite blade pieces will be broken off and secondary engine damage
will be minimized.
The fan blades slide into the dovetail slots on top of the trunnion and
are retained by shouldered strips. A relatively new material, MP159, is being
considered for the strips because of its natural corrosion resistance and very
high strength.
Restraint of the blade about the dovetail axis is provided by ester-based
urethane rubber bumpers under the blade mount. This material has exceptional
load absorption capabilities and is not affected by commonly used jet engine
oils, fuels, or solvents.
The dovetail slot will be protected by an antifretting coating applied to
the blade dovetails. Tests will be conducted to determine the beat antifret-
ting system. Two plasma sprayed coatings, one plated coating, and a chemical

















The trunnion will be machined from single forgings of 6A1-4V titanium.
This material was selected based on its natural corrosion resistance, low
density, and high strength. This material also allows relatively large
diameter threads to be rolled out on the trunnion end (per Mil-S-8879) for
retention purposes by more conventional capacity thread rolling equipment.
This rolling procedure has been used on the titanium trunnions of previous
General Electric variable pitch fans and produces above average properties in
this critical region.
Each trunnion is held in the hole of the disk by a threaded steel retainer.
This retainer can be torqued to preload the blade support bearing, and is
locked by a redundant locking system. Either a pinion gear for the GE actua-
tion system or a lever arm for the Hamilton Standard System is captured on the
trunnion between the retainer and the blade support bearing (see Figures 45
(GE) and 46 (H.S.)). Torque to change the blade pitch is carried through this
device into mating splines just above the trunnion threads.
Outer sliding bearings support the top of the trunnion. The axial thrust
washer is made of commercially available refractory matrix material containing
molybdenum disulfide. Wear and load carrying characteristics of this material
are excellent, and no measurable creep is expected under preload. This bearing
serves as a weather seal under static conditions, but runs 0.0076 cm (0.003
In.) loose under normal engine speeds due to the elastic properties of the
blade support bearing. The outer sleeve sliding bearing is a very high
capacity bearing of Nomex and Teflon fibers. This bearing seats inside the
disk and can easily tolerate the circumferential strain of the disk. The
high capacity of this bearing, compared to conventional ball bearings, enables
it to easily withstand anticipated vibratory and bird impact loads. Both
outer bearings have resistance to all oils, fuels, and solvents which might
normally come in contact with engine parts.
2.6 FAN SPINNER
The UPW fan has both a rotating forward spinner and flowpath adapter as
shown in Figure 27. These parts attach to flanges on the fan disk. Both are
scalloped where they meet to provide round holes for the blade platforms.
Together they provide the inner flowpath for the fan. 	 spinners will be
fabricated from 6061 Aluminum. This material has good section stiffness-to-
weight and has the good welded properties needed for fabricating development
hardware.
The forward spinner will also have a spinner cap for inspection and access
to the interior of the fan assembly. After removal of the fan spinner, all of
the rotating hardware and sump regions forward of the fan frame are easily
accessible. Blades may be individually replaced and the blade actuator or the
actuator and disk assembly may be removed as a package. This permits removal
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Radial fan balance screw bosses will be provided in the spinner. This
will permit field balance of the engine without removal of the spinner. The
concept has been developed and used successfully on Ceneral Electric's CF6-50
engine.
The aft flowpath adapter continues the inner flowpath back to the fan core
OCY's. A flow discourager seal inhibits air recirculation at this point. There
are access !ales in the flange of the aft spinner which, with the forward
spinner removed, permit access to the fan frame flange which retains the main
reduction gar.
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